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Foreword

Caroline Lucas MP
We’re currently experiencing a global health and economic emergency.
The Covid-19 crisis is exposing in the starkest terms the failings of our
economic and financial systems: inadequate investment in public services,
the accumulation of private profit by a privileged few and a lack of
resilience to future shocks and their cascading impacts. Above all, the
emergency exposes a failure to plan and prepare for the long-term.
As we tackle the current emergency, we must also

global economy. The parallels with events leading

learn lessons for future emergencies.That means

up to the 2008 financial crisis are obvious: private

not going back to business-as-before and restoring

short-term profiteering at our collective long-term

our broken systems but rebuilding them in a way that

expense, facilitated by inadequate regulation.

puts people and the environment front and centre.

It’s time to acknowledge this approach is not

So this report is a vital and timely contribution to our
understanding of why systemic change is necessary.

working. It’s time to re-write the rules to secure the
transformational change required.

In spite of growing instances of extreme weather and

This report demonstrates that several years on from

a terrifyingly short timescale to limit global heating

the Paris Agreement, major UK banks, despite their

to 1.5 degrees, major UK banks are still financing

progressive rhetoric, are not taking meaningful steps

fossil fuel projects. Since the Paris Agreement was

towards the necessary phasing out of all fossil fuel

signed, Barclays and HSBC have provided £158

financing. Regulations should be introduced to shift

billion in financing for fossil fuels.

lending and investment out of high-carbon sectors.

It was less than a year ago that Parliament declared

This global health emergency has laid bare the

a climate change emergency. The UK has just

failings in our current system. But if we choose to,

experienced its wettest February ever. Last winter’s

we can lay the groundwork now for a fairer, greener

flooding damaged thousands of homes and

recovery, and rebuild a society that is more equal and

businesses, and led to more than £360 million in

more resilient, and where people and nature thrive.

insurance claims. Climate scientists have warned
that this could become the norm in Britain. Globally,
the economic consequences of unchecked climate
change have been estimated to run to over $20
trillion.
Yet policy-makers and regulators continue to pursue
a voluntary approach, despite the huge risks to the
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Executive
Summary
The financial impact of the Covid-19
crisis, on top of a crash in oil prices,
has shown us ever more clearly that
economies based on fossil fuels are
vulnerable in an emergency. We have
to respond to the immediate health
and economic crisis we face, but we
must also take this moment to make
sure that we build the resilience
we need to handle other crises in
the future.

Despite this urgent need to move away from fragile,
fossil fuel-based economies, drilling for oil in the
arctic and in deep water, extracting oil from tar
sands, and fracking shale rock for gas continues to
cause damage to lives, livelihoods and habitats.
These expensive extraction projects can’t go
ahead without outside investment and thirty-five
global banks have proven to be willing partners,
having together invested £2 trillion*[$2.7 trillion]
in the fossil fuel industry’s continued growth since
2016. Without these funds, the climate destroying
activities of corporations like BP and Shell are not
possible.
UK banks Barclays and HSBC are the worst
offenders in Europe.

*Exchange rate on 10th March 2020
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Barclays lent fossil fuel companies almost £91 billion
between the end of 2015, when the Paris Agreement was
signed, and 2019. This makes them the 7th worst bank in
the world and the worst in Europe on the rankings.

HSBC ranks 12th globally, with £67 billion of support for
the industry. It continues to pursue financing a coal power
plant in Vietnam and port-dredging in Bangladesh, that
will allow more coal imports, despite projections that from
2030, around 70,000 people could die every year due to
coal power pollution across South East Asia.

The plans laid out by governments and companies

or planned climate regulations. Any public money

would lead to a 4°C increase in global temperatures,

allocated to companies, including banks, must

leading to droughts, flooding, food and water

come with a condition that their plans will reduce

shortages and mass migration. Companies won’t

emissions in line with the Paris Agreement.

stop digging and burning fossil fuels on their
own, so in order to protect a habitable planet and
organised society we must cut off the finance they
need to grow these projects.

Covid-19 isn’t a ‘one-off’ event from which we will
just return to the same ways of working. We must
recognise and fix our broken systems, which have
shown how vulnerable we are to emergencies. It is

Our first priority must be to make sure that banks do

time for bold, transformational change that centres

not use the Covid-19 emergency to roll back existing

ordinary people and the planet.
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BARCLAYS & HSBC IN TOP BANKS
WORLDWIDE FUNDING CLIMATE CHANGE

We are
in crisis
The Covid-19 pandemic and the resulting health and economic crisis
arrived in Spring 2020, just as people were finally waking up to the
climate crisis.
Vast wildfires in the Amazon and Australia, floods in

rights and lands. Expensive extraction projects can’t

Indonesia and ongoing drought in southern Africa

go ahead without investment, and it is the banks on

early in the year made the climate emergency plain

our high street that are supporting them.

to see. Here in the UK we had the wettest February
ever, which brought it right up to our front doors.
Storms, one after another, battered our coastlines
and flooded our towns; with homes, community
spaces and businesses destroyed, causing at least
£363 million of damage.
As we write, the priority is, rightly, the immediate
response to the Covid-19 pandemic. The rapid
transformation we are witnessing in all aspects
of our everyday lives brings fears and challenges.
However, it will also show us new ways of doing
things. When the time comes to rebuild our
economies and livelihoods, we can and must put
people and the planet at the centre of our recovery.
Up to now, banks have continued to throw good
money after bad by financing drilling in the arctic
and in deep water, extracting oil from tar sands, and
fracking shale rock for gas. These fossil fuels have
high environmental, social, and climate impacts
- polluting drinking water, destroying habitats,
causing earthquakes and disrespecting indigenous
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HSBC and Barclays vs European banks
total fossil fuel investment 2016-2019

Barclays

£ 90.94bn
HSBC

£ 66.63bn
Crédit Suisse

£ 57.21bn

BNP Paribas

£ 64.85bn
Deutsche Bank

£ 53.04bn

Société
Générale

UBS

£ 27.00bn

£ 41.59bn

Crédit
Agricole

£ 35.31bn
ING

Standard
Chartered

BPCE/
Natixis

£ 28.85bn

£ 18.49bn

£ 23.47bn
Santander

BBVA

£ 19.82bn

£ 13.44bn

RBS

£ 9.33bn

UniCredit

£ 17.90bn

Intesa
Sanpaolo

£ 9.33bn

*Exchange rate on 10th March 2020

Commerzbank

£ 7.70bn
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How our banks
are fuelling
climate change
A report published in March 2020 by a coalition

Decision-makers at these banks know the

of NGOs: Rainforest Action Network, Banktrack,

consequences of their actions, but refuse to stop.

Indigenous Environmental Network, Reclaim Finance,

Instead they increase financing for these projects

Sierra Club and Oil Change International, shows

year on year. Barclays and HSBC have provided

that in the five years since the Paris climate change

funding to oil, gas and coal companies totalling £158

agreement, thirty-five global banks have together

billion since the Paris Agreement, which makes them

financed the fossil fuel industry with £2 trillion*

the worst offenders in Europe and in the top 12 most

[$2.7 trillion], making possible theclimate destroying

climate-damaging banks in the world.

activities of corporations like BP and Shell.

This is setting us on a path to the destruction of
organised society and an uninhabitable Earth.

*Exchange rate on 10th March 2020
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UK BANKS RANKED
£ 90.94 bn
£ 66.63bn

£ 18.49bn

£ 9.33bn

Former Bank of England governor Mark Carney has

We must ensure that banks do not use the Covid-19

warned that global financial institutions are backing

emergency to roll back existing or planned climate

carbon-intensive projects which would lead to a

regulations. We cannot allow the response to one

4°C rise in global temperatures above pre- industrial

crisis to make another worse. Any public money

levels. This would result in the collapse of food

allocated to companies, including banks, as part of

systems, mass migration and unthinkable health

a rescue or support package must be conditional on

consequences. It would put most of the east coast

them delivering a credible strategy transition plan

of England and large parts of London permanently

that is aligned with the Paris Agreement.

under water due to sea level rise by 2080.
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in the three years after
the Paris agreement,
Barclays was the:

#1
European Banker of Fossil Fuels
by 36% (£91billion), followed
by HSBC (£67 billion)
Barclays was #1 in 2016, 2017 and 2018

#1
European banker of 100 Top
Companies Expanding Fossil
Fuels (£27 billion)

#1
European banker of Tar Sands Oil

#1
European banker of Fracking

#2
European banker of Arctic Oil
and Gas (after Deutsche Bank)

#3
European banker of UltraDeepwater Oil & Gas (after BNP
Paribas and HSBC)
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What are British
banks doing?
Banks are supporting the extraction of coal, oil and gas, in ways
that exploit local communities and resource-rich environments
across the world, making our global society even more unequal.
British banks are supporting companies involved

The banks are behaving like fossil fuel companies,

with dirty coal projects in countries including

pushing for ever more profit from coal, oil and gas,

Indonesia, Vietnam and Bangladesh, led by

despite calls to stop, and UK banks Barclays and

corporations that are guilty of human rights abuses.

HSBC are some of the worst offenders in Europe.

They are seemingly indifferent that their business
decisions could consign billions of people to
hunger, disease, poverty and war resulting from the
worst impacts of unchecked climate change.
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Barclays

HSBC

No European bank is more implicated in

In April 2018, HSBC announced that it would

the expansion of fossil fuels than Barclays.

“stop financing new coal-fired power in all

The UK based bank lent fossil fuel companies almost

countries around the world”, but excluded

£91 billion (that’s 91 with nine zeros!) between the

Bangladesh, Indonesia and Vietnam.

end of 2015, when the Paris Agreement was signed,
and 2019. So far, Barclays has taken no meaningful
measures to restrict this flow of money.

HSBC continues to pursue financing a coal power
plant in Vietnam and port-dredging in Bangladesh,
which will allow more coal imports, despite

Barclays’ track record of investing in tar sands

projections that from 2030, more than 43,600

really makes it stand out from the crowd. Tar sands

people could die annually due to coal power

are known as the dirtiest oil on the planet: one of

pollution in Indonesia and Vietnam alone.

the most carbon-intensive and environmentally
destructive fossil fuel extraction methods.
Barclays is among the top ten global funders of this
disastrous fuel.
Without finance, tar sands and other fossil fuels
would stay in the ground. So to create a liveable
future, we need to take on the banks just as we do
the fossil fuel companies. Barclays should be right
at the top of the list.

“HSBC’s polluting double standard policy permits the global bank to finance coal plants in
Bangladesh, Indonesia and Vietnam, whilst supporting clean tech in developed countries, forcing
those who are poor to breathe sulphur dioxide and smog.”

Hong Hoang, 350.org Vietnam Coordinator/CHANGE
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THIS IS
POSSIBLE
Before the Covid-19 pandemic,
momentum was building to force
action from the banks to respond
to the climate crisis. Financial
institutions themselves were
increasingly understanding the
risk to their own reputations, and
bottom-line, of providing services
to companies that are fuelling the
climate emergency.

The pressure from campaigns was working. In a
leaked memo, investment bank Goldman Sachs
said “our Global Energy team believes that the coal
divestment movement has been a key driver of the
coal sector’s 60% de-rating over the past five years”.
On January 14th 2020, after years of increasing
pressure from climate activists, investors and
legislators, Larry Fink the CEO of BlackRock
announced a set of measures for the coal
industry that he said would put climate change
and sustainability at the center of BlackRock’s
business model.
These actions, coming from organisations
traditionally reluctant to take any climate action,
is a clear sign to other institutions that the age of
coal is over.
However, despite taking these measures against
coal, Blackrock are ploughing on with helping to
finance the Keystone XL tar sands oil pipeline,
showing that these organisations need more
pressure to step away from fossil fuels entirely.
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The sudden Covid-19 pandemic marks a new line

The Covid-19 crisis is the moment when we must

in the sand. Beyond the immediate public health

fight for the bold and transformative policies that

response, governments and financial institutions

will create the fair, equal and sustainable future we

are having to decide how they respond to the

want to see.

economic impacts of the Covid-19 crisis. On top of
this, our whole society is re-thinking what kind of
future we want to see.

Government bailouts are now happening across
the world and we must create new and stronger
regulations to ensure banks cannot return to

What happens next will have a huge and long-term

financing the climate crisis. This isn’t an event from

impact, including for the climate, and we know

which we can return to business as usual.

that the future we choose should not be one that
continues to make the climate crisis worse.
Naomi Klein has reminded us of Milton Friedman’s
words on the power of a crisis to bring about radical
transformation:
“Only a crisis - actual or perceived - produces
real change. When that crisis occurs, the
actions that are taken depend on the ideas
that are lying around. That, I believe, is our
basic function: to develop alternatives to
existing policies, to keep them alive and
available until the politically impossible
becomes the politically inevitable.”

Milton Friedman, Economist
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RBS

THE ROLE OF REGULATORS

In February 2020, RBS announced that

The global economy is already at risk of a

they would no longer finance projects to

major recession as a result of Covid-19. As

find new oil and gas reserves, and wouldn’t

the social and economic impacts of climate

fund new coal mining or coal power

breakdown intensify, a humanitarian

projects. Yet we already know that other

and environmental crisis also becomes a

oil and gas projects are also driving climate

financial one, and our economies will face

breakdown. RBS’ ambition is to halve the

a further reckoning. That means that climate

climate impact of their financing by 2030; but

change needs to be a top priority for financial

banks must stop financing all fossil fuels as

regulators, including central banks. Because

soon as possible.

meaningful climate action has been delayed

RBS insists that they will withdraw support
for companies without a credible plan to
transition to net-zero by 2050. Now we
need to see the details about what makes
a plan credible. BP have recently published
an underwhelming and deceptive plan for
net-zero by 2050 which continues business
as usual as a major oil producer but would
RBS consider this credible? Do they expect to
continue financing BP past 2021? We should

for so long, we are now running out of time
for a gradual and orderly transition away from
fossil fuels. The longer we wait, the more
disruptive the transition will be for the global
economy. Governments and central banks
therefore need to act to drive this shift now,
via regulation, taxes, subsidies, and public
investment. Crucially, they hold the power to
rein in commercial banks’ reckless funding of
the climate crisis.

not celebrate RBS as an example of best

Commercial banks continue to finance

practice until these crucial questions have

emissions that will generate warming

convincing answers.

exceeding 4°C. If they persist in pouring

Chris Saltmarsh, Co-Director Climate
Change Campaigns, People & Planet

money into new fossil fuel development, we
will have no chance to stave off the worst of
the climate crisis. Through their regulatory
regimes and monetary policy operations,
central banks can disincentivise banks from
lending to fossil fuels, making it riskier and
more expensive for them to do so.
Given the UK’s position at the crossroads of
global finance, and our historic role in the
climate crisis, the Bank of England’s role is
especially important.
Anna Vickerstaff,
Senior UK Campaigner, 350.org
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what do
we want?
Here’s the thing. while fossil
fuel companies need banks, banks
don’t need fossil fuel companies.
Almost five years on from the Paris
Agreement, major UK banks are
talking a lot of talk about climate
change, but aren’t yet taking enough
meaningful steps towards stopping
financing all fossil fuels.

Now and in the months to come, we cannot allow

And now, in the midst of pandemic, the big players

regulation, from an ecologically literate regulator.

of finance and fossil fuel extraction are using the

Covid-19 isn’t a ‘one-off’ event from which we

crisis to their advantage. Under its cover, fossil
fuel companies are calling for bail outs of zombie
projects that were already morally and financially
bankrupt. For their part, financiers around the world
are supporting them - recklessly backing bids to
ram through controversial pipelines under cover of a
global pandemic. We cannot let this go unseen.

our banks to roll back on existing or planned
climate regulation.They must continue to report the
impacts of their actions and plan for future climate
related financial risks. Any public money allocated
to companies, including banks, must come with a
condition that their plans will reduce emissions in
line with the Paris Agreement. This will need strong

will just return to the same ways of working. We
must recognise and fix our broken systems, which
have shown how vulnerable our financial system
leaves us all in times of emergency. As its cracks
are revealed for all to see, it is time for bold,
transformational change that centres ordinary
people and the planet.
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To do this, banks need to:

1
2
3
4

Acknowledge that the fossil fuel industry is the major driver of climate
breakdown, and recognise their own role in enabling the industry by
providing it with financial services.

Stop all forms of financing in connection with any new fossil fuel extraction
projects, including infrastructure (like pipelines, railways, ports, and
refineries) or the expansion of any existing projects.

Phase out all financing for any fossil fuel extraction and infrastructure to
align with limiting global warming to 1.5°C including a commitment to phase
out all finance for existing coal infrastructure to ensure the coal fleet in the
OECD is retired by 2030 and the rest of the world no later than 2040.

Fully respect all human rights, particularly the rights of Indigenous peoples,
including their rights to their water and lands and the right to free, prior,
and informed consent, as articulated in the UN Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples. Prohibit all financing for projects and companies that
abuse human rights, including Indigenous rights.
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what you
can do
The UK is a centre of global finance.
We have a huge opportunity, and a
responsibility, to put our own house
in order.
Banks have failed us before and they
are failing us now. Together, we can
make them change.
Visit fundingclimatechaos.co.uk for more information.
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